Tech Mahindra’s CareNxt Solution provides a connected end-to-end Patient Journey by revolutionizing patient experience, reduced hospital re-admissions and providing post acute care to the patient.

**OR Our Approach**

- Diligently designed leveraging the power of Salesforce Health Cloud, Field Services Lightning and Einstein Analytics to provide a connected care management solution that enables not just the 360° view of patients but also to effectively manages appointments.

**Problem's Reality**

- Lack of a unified platform
- Need for a proactive approach to patient engagement
- Need for real-time assessments of patients

**Solution**

- **OUR APPROACH**
  - Low cost, effective “Precision Services,” and “Proactive Patient Care” have become the norms of today’s health care industry; however disparate systems and disconnected processes pose a major challenge to providers engaging with their patients in their care journey.
  
- **Our Solution Can Save the Day…**
  - Easy to setup, configure, allowing for faster rollouts
  - Consulting experts from HCI
  - Service providers for global healthcare providers
  - Domain experts focused on healthcare
  - Partnership with Salesforce

**Benefits**

- Insightful Analytics
- Reduced Patient Re-admissions
- HIPAA Compliant Platform
- Easy to use, scalable and highly secured cloud-based solution that can be integrated from anywhere, anytime

**What Differentiates Us?**

- Easy to setup, configure, allowing for faster rollouts
- Consulting experts from HCI
- Service providers for global healthcare providers
- Domain experts focussed on Healthcare
- Partnership with Salesforce

**It’s Time To Shake Up The Status Quo with CareNxt**

- 360° View of Patient through “Single Pane of Glass” built on top of Health Cloud, Field Services, and Analytics Modules
- A dynamic dispatcher / scheduler engine (Salesforce Field Services Lightning), that brings in efficiency and can alter the schedule in real time or near real time
- A mobile solution that is accessible on the go
- Remotely monitor certain patients – patients who are not high-risk and can be offered a lower number of personal visits and can be managed remotely using technology
- Interact with the eco-system and place orders that is driven by a workflow for approvals without having to communicate on the telephone – more process driven

**A Sneak Peek At Today’s Healthcare Solutions**

- Low cost, effective “Precision Services,” and “Proactive Patient Care” have become the norms of today’s health care industry; however disparate systems and disconnected processes pose a major challenge to providers engaging with their patients in their care journey.

**A SNEAK PEEK AT TODAY’S HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS**

- Low cost, effective “Precision Services,” and “Proactive Patient Care” have become the norms of today’s health care industry; however disparate systems and disconnected processes pose a major challenge to providers engaging with their patients in their care journey.